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Reharmonization as Process in Fauré’s Prelude 
Op. 103, No. 3

As William T. Austin and Ken Johansen have observed, Fauré’s Prelude Op. 103, No. 3 
harmonizes the pitch-class Bb in manifold ways; as Johansen puts it, ‘the process of trial 
and error in the harmonization of the melodic Bb can really be considered the “subject” of 
the piece.’ This paper details the complex interrelationships between the harmonizations of 
Bb , showing how the recurrence of particular chordal contexts creates a balanced two-part 
form organized around the primary and secondary keys of the piece, G minor and Eb minor. 
Integral to the harmonic plan are two remarkable harmonic sequences that carry out the 
modulations between the two keys. 

The juxtaposition of harmonic complexity and melodic simplicity and a general economy 
of means in the late music of Gabriel Fauré have made it elusive to performers, listeners, 
and analysts alike. One of its particular attractions is, to quote Ken Johansen, ‘the way in 
which the composer continually departs from the central key, travels to remote regions of 
the tonal universe, and returns … to the tonic by means that seem as inevitable as they are 
astonishing [my emphasis].’1 I will explore how Fauré achieves this sense of astonishing 
inevitability, taking as my case study Fauré’s Prélude for Piano, Op. 103, No. 3 (1910-11), 
one of a set of nine.
 The piece is a fascinating essay in how to reharmonize a single pitch class.2 As Johansen 
puts it, ‘the music seems to be searching for its tonal direction, attempting and then 
abandoning one direction after another’; ‘The groping quality of the harmony in this 
Prelude is made possible by … the retention of the Bb in the melody as a common note’; 
and that ‘the process of trial and error in the harmonization of the melodic Bb can really 
be considered the “subject” of the piece.’3 William T. Austin observes Bb serves variously 
as root, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, and 13th.4 Indeed, it is situated within five different chords in the 
opening 14 measures, and is harmonized four more ways in the remainder of the piece.5 
It is not merely a statistical phenomenon – Bb is, after all, a structural pitch-class in the 
tonic key of G minor; rather, it is through alternating many of the harmonizations with 
the tonic triad and creating associations between different chords that Fauré calls special 

1 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 14th annual meeting of the Dutch-Flemish Society for 

Music Theory in Antwerp, 27-29 April 2012.

1 Ken Johansen, ‘Gabriel Fauré and the Art of Ambiguity’, Journal of the American Liszt Society 43 (1998), 32.

2 This prelude may be an especially concentrated example of a larger tradition of such pieces or portions of 

pieces, as Jan Ezendam, who chaired my paper session, pointed out. One example he mentioned was Liszt’s 

famous Liebesträume No. 3, which reharmonizes C as 3rd, root, 5th, 9th, and 13th (in that order) within its 

first phrase.

3 Johansen, ‘Gabriel Fauré’, 31.

4 William T. Austin, ‘Tonalität und Form in den “Preludes” Op. 103 von Gabiel Fauré’, in: Hellmut Kühn and 

Peter Nitsche (eds), Bericht über den Internationalen Musikwissenschaftlichen Kongress Berlin 1974, Kassel: 

Bärenreiter, 1980, 399-401. I am grateful to Carlo Caballeros for furnishing me with a copy of Austin’s original 

English typescript.

5 I exclude two Bb s from consideration: that on beat 2 of m. 8 (part of a one-beat-long German-diminished-3rd 

chord in D major), and that on beats 1 and 2 of m. 19 due to its position in the middle of a sequence and its 

weak status as potential chord tone.
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attention to the process of reharmonization.6 Figure 1 lists significant harmonizations 
of Bb . The chordal contexts are numbered from 0 through 8, and the position of Bb in 
each chord is highlighted by boldface in column 2 and described in column 3. Numbers 
in columns 4 and 5 reference those in column 1. Column 4 details the interrelationships 
between chords 2, 6, and 8 – chord 6 is a subset of chord 2 (chord 2 minus pitch-class 
C), while chord 8 is a superset of chord 2 – as well as voice-leading connections between 
chord 0 and chords 1 through 4, respectively.

Figure 1
Significant harmonizations of pitch-class Bb .

Chord Bb is … Interrelationships Contexts

0. G B b D 3rd of m tonic

1. Eb G B b C# /Db 5th of Mm7/Gr+6 5th/5th wedge 
from 0.

bracketed by 0.; 
tonicizes Ab

2. C Eb Gb/F#  B b 7th of dm7 root/5th wedge 
from 0. + C

bracketed by 0.; 
initiates harmonic 
sequence

3. C E G B b D 7th of Mm7 inversion(0.) 
about root

acts as dominant, 
subdominant, and 
pre-dominant

4. Gb B b Db Fb 3rd of Mm7 Slide(0.) + Fb tonicizes B minor; 
bracketed by 
both 0. and 8.

5. B b D F Ab Root of Mm7 dominant of 
secondary key

6 Eb Gb B b 5th of m 2. – C tonic of secondary key

7. A C#  E G B b 9th of Mm7(+b9) V/V of secondary 
key; chord is actually 
F A C Eb Gb

8. D F#  __ C Eb __ B b b13th of Mm7(+b9) 2. + D followed by both 
4. and 0.

The recurrence of Bb in particular chordal contexts is reflected in formal repetition. Austin 
divides the piece into three sections: an exposition (mm. 1-23), an extended variant (mm. 
24-53), and a grand completion (mm. 54-71).7 I divide Austin’s extended variation into 
two parts (mm. 24-36 and 37-53), as shown in Figure 2, showing how the music passes 
through segments of the same basic material four times. I thus hear a strong formal 
articulation in m. 37. Boxed-in numerals in the figure are measure numbers. Each section 
reiterates the same material to a greater or lesser extent – vertically aligned measures in 
the figure contain the same material. On the highest level the keys of G minor and Eb 
minor are juxtaposed, two keys whose tonic triads share pitch-class Bb . The first section 
constitutes an exposition in G minor; the second section modulates from G minor to Eb 

6 Hugo Riemann characterized this process thus: ‘According to whether a note is imagined as 1, 3, or 5 of a 

major chord or as I, III or V of a minor chord, it … has an entirely different expressive value, character and 

content.’ Hugo Riemann, ‘Ideas for a Study “On the Imagination of Tone”’, trans. Robert A. Wason and 

Elizabeth West Marvin, Journal of Music Theory 36/1 (1992), 86.

7 Austin, ‘Tonalität und Form’, 400. The English terms are from Austin’s original typescript.
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minor; the third section transposes some of the opening material to Eb minor; and the 
fourth section modulates from Eb minor back to G minor, synthesizing and re-ordering 
earlier material. The piece can then be viewed on a higher level as a balanced two-part 
form, mm. 1-36 (sections 1 and 2) and mm. 37-71 (sections 3 and 4).

Figure 2
Form of Fauré’s Prélude for Piano, Op. 103, No. 3.

Within each line of the figure are multiple rows. In the respective second rows I display the 
chordal content of the four harmonic sequences in the piece. The two in mm. 15-23 and mm. 
45-53 are transpositionally related and serve on a higher level to prolong the respective keys 
of G minor and Eb minor, although on a lower level they return the music to these keys after 
tonal departures;8 the other two sequences, in mm. 31-36 and 54-59, both contain alterations 
and serve to carry out the modulations between the primary and secondary keys, modulations 
that sound effortful. In the third row of each section are italicized numerals that reference the 
chords in Figure 1; boldface numerals indicate the first instance of each chord.
 In the first phrase of the piece (mm. 1-9), the music attempts to get underway three 
times, the third of which succeeds.9 Notably, the first attempt introduces Eb and the 
second one introduces Gb , thereby prefiguring the key of Eb minor; in terms of voice 
leading, however, the Gb functions as the leading tone F# , which foreshadows chord 8.10 

8 Juliette Lynn Gray Flanagin (in ‘Structure and Thematic Design in the Preludes of Gabriel Fauré and Claude 

Debussy’, D.M.A. diss., University of Texas at Austin, 1999) interprets these two sequences as episodes in a 

five-part rondo form (mm. 1-14, 15-23, 24-44, 45-53, and 54-71), and cites Julia Baker Huff (in ‘Gabriel Fauré, 

the Préludes, Op. 103, for Solo Piano: An Analysis in Relation to His Keyboard Compositional Style’, M.A. 

Thesis, Pennsylvania State University, 1980) as being in agreement. The episodes in this interpretation of the 

form are transpositionally related and thus not distinct.

9 For the following discussion, the reader may want to consult the score by Heugel and Co. (Paris: 1910) in 

addition to Figures 1 and 2.

10 Half-step neighbor motions tend to be heard as minor seconds rather than augmented primes. See Richard 

Cohn, ‘Uncanny Resemblances: Tonal Signification in the Freudian Age’, Journal of the American Musicological 

Society 57/2 (Summer 2004), 306, for further discussion of this principle.

•  Boxed-in numerals are measure numbers
•  Vertically aligned measures contain the same material (to within variation and/or transposition)
•  Boldface letters followed by colons indicate tonal areas; those in parentheses indicate brief 

tonicizations
•  Remaining letters indicate chords within harmonic sequences
•  Italicized numerals reference chords in Figure 1; boldface numerals indicate first instance of a chord
•  Asterisk in m. 69 indicates modal mixture
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The second harmonization also introduces a C in the bass, a C that remains in the third 
harmonization; it is as if the bass pitch of the second harmonization is the ‘correct’ one, 
and it is with the third harmonization that the upper voices find their correct pitches. After 
the ‘blockage’ of the first two harmonizations, the third one is akin to a ‘breakthrough’ – 
the music frees itself from returning to a G-minor triad and briefly tonicizes first F major, 
then the minor dominant, D minor, at the last moment introducing the Picardy 3rd which 
enables a return to G minor.
 There is a processual aspect to the voice leadings of the first phrase as well, as given in 
thumbnail form in the ‘Interrelationships’ column of Figure 1. All of them are symmetric 
in a broad sense: the progression from chord 0 to chord 1 involves symmetrical half-step 
motion about D; that from chord 0 to chord 2 involves motion about G and D; and that 
from chord 0 to chord 3 involves inversion about G – Bb and D above are matched by En 
and C below. The second phrase (mm. 10-14) begins like the first but changes direction 
in m. 13 with a new harmonization of the Bb reached by way of neo-Riemannian Slide, 
which relates triads of opposite modes that share a chordal 3rd. Here, a chordal 7th is 
appended to the major triad, producing a major-minor 7th chord that leads to a fleeting 
tonicization of B minor in m. 15.
 The first harmonic sequence follows, a sequence that leads from the temporary tonic of 
B minor to the dominant of G minor. It contains three patterns, with successive patterns 
transposed up by half step. The melody of each pattern combines the top tetrachord 
of one minor scale with the bottom tetrachord of the minor scale a half step higher; as 
a result, the melody of each pattern contains seven out of eight notes of an octatonic 
scale. In the first pattern, for instance, the first pattern combines the top tetrachord of 
the B-minor scale (Bn-A-G-F# ) with the bottom tetrachord of the C-minor scale (Fn-
Eb-D-C), producing seven out of eight notes of the C/D octatonic scale.11 This incipient 
octatonicism reappears in the sequence that concludes section 2.
 The top voice of the harmonic sequence is transmuted into the tenor line of the music 
that follows. Since this next section repeats the opening, it begins the second line of Figure 
2. After seven measures, the music departs from its earlier harmonic trajectory; the music 
of the breakthrough progression (C9

7 F MM7) is employed as the model for a richly altered 
harmonic sequence that is detailed in Example 1a. The alterations produce an effect that 
Vincent d’Indy characterizes as ‘shimmering colors’ (‘couleurs chatoyantes’) in Fauré’s 
music,12 and they convey a sense that it takes work to accomplish this modulation. Just 
as the breakthrough progression in section 1 enabled a modulation away from G minor, 
the sequence accomplishes a modulation to the secondary key of Eb minor. Measure 31 
returns to chord 2 (CØ) in a different inversion, suggesting a tonicization of Bb in mm. 
30-31. The soprano and tenor voices of mm. 31-32 repeat those of mm. 29-30 up a perfect 
fourth, with the exception of the circled pitches; though three of six pitches are altered, 
the contour and rhythmic similarity make the connection between these measures 
and the previous two clear. The bass is also transposed, but by augmented fourth. This 
varied transposition of the first model then becomes the model for the subsequent two 
measures; I list three stages in the transformation of this underlying model. First, the 
model is transposed up by perfect fourth. Second, the tenor and soprano pitches of the 
first chord are chromatically lowered by a half step (transforming an FØ7 into an Fb7) 
and the bass and tenor of the second chord are chromatically raised a half step while the 
second soprano pitch is raised a whole step (transforming a Gb7 into a Bb7). Third, the 
tenor and soprano pitch classes from stage 2 are exchanged to produce the transformed 

11 There is an alteration to the third pattern – it begins with a major triad instead of a minor one. The scale in 

the melody is adjusted to the top tetrachord of a major scale (or ascending melodic minor), so the second 

note is the odd one out this time.

12 Vincent d’Indy (with Auguste Sérieyx), Cours de Composition Musicale, Paris: Durand, 1912, vol. 2, 428.
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version on the surface, mm. 33-34. The changes result in a nearly octatonic collection – 
the union of Db , Fb , and Bb major-minor 7th chords comprises all but one pitch class of the 
C# /D octatonic scale – and strikingly, the omitted pitch class is G, a nice reflection of the 
tonal distance from the home key. Example 1b smoothes the voice leading of mm. 31-34, 
revealing a motivic parallelism between the bass’s Gb-F-Eb and the surface Eb-F-Gb in the 
melody leading to the re-statement of the opening material in Eb minor. 
 The abbreviated transposition of the opening material to Eb minor marks the beginning 
of section 3; after the initial chord 6 listed in Figure 2, the remaining lower-rank numerals 
reference the chords of section 1 from the standpoint of Eb minor as tonic. The opening 
fourteen measures of the piece are here compressed into eight measures – a single phrase 
instead of two. Unlike in sections 1 and 2, chord 3 does not lead to a tonal breakthrough this 
time – rather, it functions as a plagal embellishment of the local tonic, after which the music 
proceeds directly to a transposition of mm. 13-14. But the previous modulation to the 
minor dominant is not entirely lacking – it is referenced here by the introduction of a new 
chord in m. 40 – Gb (^3 in Eb minor, cf. Bb in G minor) is harmonized as chordal 9th for the 
first time here, suggesting iv-to-V9

7 in Bb minor, Eb minor’s minor dominant. The previous 
modulation from G minor to B minor is here transposed to Eb minor to G minor, so the 
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Example 1
Altered harmonic sequence in mm. 29-34.

a) Durational reduction of harmonic sequence and transformation of underlying models.

b) Voice-leading reduction; beams indicate a motivic parallelism.
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beginning of the sequence that follows (mm. 45-53, which transpose mm. 15-23 down a 
major 3rd) thus reprises the first progression of the piece, a kind of parallax in that G minor 
arrives too soon and within a transitional passage. But the sequence continues on as before 
– the Gr+6 from m. 2 is reinterpreted as V7 (of Ab minor) – leading back to Eb minor just as 
the sequence in mm. 15-23 led back to G minor.
 As in section 2, the reprise of the opening G minor material, the descending stepwise 
tenor line reappears here in what begins as a reprise of Eb minor material. But the stepwise 
line is not transposed but chromatically inflected (from F-Eb-D-Db to F-Eb-Db-C-Bn), and Eb 
minor’s chord 1 (Gr+6) does not materialize in m. 55. Instead, just as a complex harmonic 
sequence interrupted the G minor reprise to modulate to Eb minor, the Eb minor reprise is 
similarly interrupted, but much sooner. The first pattern of the sequence juxtaposes Eb minor 
with a G major-minor 7th chord, almost as if trying to return to G by brute force. Successive 
patterns in the sequence are transposed up by whole step, and within each pattern are 
hexatonic poles.13 The tonal distance between hexatonic poles makes this sequence jarring in 
effect, suggesting even more so than the sequence at the end of section 2 that the modulation 
requires some effort. At the end of the third pattern, one expects a B major-minor 7th chord, 
chord 1 from the standpoint of Eb minor – the chord that was expected in m. 55. In m. 59 it is 
also avoided; in its place is a chord that differs by two chromatic inflections, a CØ7 – G minor’s 
chord 2!14 (Chord 1 already appeared as part of the too-early return of G minor in mm. 45-
46.) Through this change, the return of the opening material in G minor is dovetailed with 
the end of the sequence: that is to say, mm. 58-59 parallel mm. 3-4. Measures 60-61 skip 
ahead to the pairing of chords 0 and 4, thus saving chord 3 – the ‘breakthrough’ chord from 
m. 6, the one that initiated a modulation to the minor dominant – for the sixth measure of 
the return, its parallel place in the first section. This time, however, the chord functions as 
a predominant, proceeding to the Neapolitan, so that mm. 64-65 parallel mm. 33-34, the 
transformed version of sequence model 2 from the second section, outlined in Example 1a. 
And in m. 65 appears the final new harmonization of pitch class Bb, as chordal 13th: this chord 
is a superset of Eb minor, the secondary key whose tonic is chord 6, and a superset of the CØ7, 
chord 2. The chord that previously served as a threat to the original key is reconciled to it 
by the addition of ^5 in the bass. There is a final nod to chord 4 – which originally initiated a 
tonicization of B minor but here serves as a neighboring chord to the dominant – followed 
by a nod to chord 3, here functioning as a subdominant rather than a dominant. Thus chords 
3 and 4, which originally provoked modulations, are brought within G minor’s purview in – 
to quote Austin’s characterization again – a grand completion.

13 Thus, two adjacent patterns complete the aggregate. See Richard Cohn, ‘Maximally Smooth Cycles, Hexatonic 

Systems, and the Analysis of Late-Romantic Triadic Progressions’, Music Analysis 15/1 (1996), 24 and 28-29.

14 This is the same relationship – in reverse – as the one between the chord in m. 33 (Fb 7) and its model (FØ7), 

cf. Example 1. Such transformations have been elegantly modeled by Adrian P. Childs in ‘Moving beyond 

Neo-Riemannian Triads: Exploring a Transformational Model for Seventh Chords’, Journal of Music Theory 

42/2 (1998), 181-193.
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